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Ray Stanley’s Foreword
I am very pleased to introduce our Annual Report
for 2015/16. During the year, we were able to bring
14 homes back into use at St Andrew Street North,
in Tiverton. We have also been working on plans to
build a further 30 new Council homes in Tiverton and
looking at other sites in more rural locations to provide
accommodation for local people.
Our Tenants Together group is assisting us with
identifying improvements to our service and their
commitment is much appreciated. During the year,
they worked on a review of the management of our
common rooms which has resulted in a number
of recommendations; and now they are reviewing
procurement within the Housing Service. They have
undertaken policy work ensuring that the tenant
perspective is recognised and, further, they also
monitored the performance of the Housing Service at
monthly meetings.
I am pleased to note that performance remains excellent
and costs contained. Routine repairs were all completed
on time and at the end of the year all but 99 of our
homes were compliant with the Decent Homes Standard.
These 99 properties are let to people who, for whatever
reason, have refused the offer of improvement work.
Void properties were turned around in 16 days, which
means that the income lost during the void period was
minimised. We also managed to visit over 1 in 3 of our
homes as part of our Tenancy Home Check programme,
giving help and advice to tenants who needed it.

Our Neighbourhood teams have worked hard to recover
all overdue rent and this helps us to fund repairs.
The next few years will be challenging for the Housing
Service. The rent decrease will reduce income by
about £4-5 million over the next few years and other
Government changes will impact the finance available to
manage and maintain your homes.
We continue to focus on making the Housing Service
more efficient and effective in order to ensure that it is fit
for purpose and can continue to deliver a good service
to you the tenants.

Councillor Ray Stanley
Cabinet Member
for Housing
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JANUARY 2017

Welcome to our latest
edition of the annual report
We’ve listened to your comments and reverted back
to the previous calendar style. We hope you like it?
The Tenants Together (TT) had another busy year! We’ve
agreed several neighbourhood improvements to make your
neighbourhoods a nicer place to live such as a communal
gardening project, seating and security fencing. We held our
first TT training awayday and explored how to work better
as a team, learning from other Scrutiny Panels and planning
for our future success. In September we sadly said farewell
to our long standing TT Chair, Caroline Greenaway and I was
duly elected along with Trudy Saunders as the Vice Chair.
Various TT members attended several training events
throughout the year. We’re also members of the Tenant
Participation Advisory Service (TPAS) and regularly attended
their South West Regional meetings. These meetings and
training events gave us the chance to talk with other tenants,
picking their brains on what they get involved in to help
improve their housing services.
We continue to meet on a monthly basis and amongst other
things, we monitor the housing service’s performance and
challenge when it’s not going well. If you would like to join us
in helping to improve the service, please either contact the
Support Services Team Leader on Tel 01884 255255 or me
for a chat on the numbers below.

Pat Cowie
Tenants Together (TT) Chair
Contact details:
Tel 01823 680609
Mobile 07915398160

Pat Cowie’s Introduction

JANUARY 2017
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Notes

Plant rhubarb crowns, sow
celeriac, leeks or summer
cauliflower in a heated propagator,
plant cloves of garlic, and plant
Jerusalem artichokes
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FEBRUARY 2017
Over the last 12 months the Devon
Home Choice team has been working
hard to review the Housing waiting
list. We have removed over 400
applications from the system since April
2015 by carrying out regular reviews.
2015/16 also saw an increase in the
number of allocations within our own
stock. Homelessness also increased
over the last 12 months as did demand
for temporary accommodation.

Giving people homes who need them
Properties we let

What we have achieved
Since December 2015 tenants are
able to watch a DVD which explains
the Tenancy Agreement’s terms
and conditions in an easy way to
understand.
We refurbished 14 properties at
St Andrew Street, Tiverton. These
homes were ready to move into in
late summer 2015.

No. of
bedrooms

Bungalow

Flat

House

1

46

37

2

2

34

38

38

3

1

4
Grand Total

81

75

Maisonette

Total
85

1

111

30

31

2

2

72

1

229

Properties let across Mid Devon (All Registered Providers)
No. of
bedrooms

Bungalow

Flat

House

1

48

66

3

2

34

49

55

3

1

4
Grand Total

83

115

Maisonette

Other

Total

1

118

1

139

38

39

3

3

99

1

1

299

Number of applications registered with us at 31/03/2016
Bedroom
need

Band B

Band C

Band D

Band E

Total

1

82

61

347

403

893

2

60

87

101

345

593

3

9

86

21

128

244

4

8

31

14

18

71

5

5

3

1

9

6

1

1

7

1

1

Grand
Total

166

268

483

895

1812

FEBRUARY 2017
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What to grow

Plant rhubarb crowns, sow celeriac,
leeks or summer cauliflower in a
heated propagator, plant cloves of
garlic, and plant Jerusalem artichokes
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MARCH 2017

A Mutual Exchange is when social housing tenants
swap homes with each other. This can be done
by accessing an internet based mutual exchange
service such as HomeSwapper or finding an
exchange partner via another way such as placing
an advertisement on a notice board. We arrange the
necessary health and safety checks to enable you
to swap and visit you six weeks later to see how
you have settled into your new home.

How we helped you move

“The move and exchange
went smoothly and I love living
where I have moved to and
I have lovely neighbours”
Mrs S, Tiverton
“HomeSwapper was really
good and easy to use. We had
no problems and exchanged
within six weeks”.
Mr and Mrs R, Tiverton
“My Neighbourhood Officer was
brilliant throughout my mutual
exchange process and went
above and beyond”.
Ms A, Uffculme

MARCH 2017
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Notes

Sow aubergines, peppers and
chillies in a heated propagator.
Sow direct, hardy broad beans,
cabbage, lettuce, bunching onions,
parsnip, peas, shallots, turnips,
rocket and summer spinach.
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APRIL 2017

Building for the future

Last year we provided 14 new propeties at St
Andrew Street, Tiverton. These propeties were
allocated to people who needed them the most.

Number of void
properties relet

Beforehand these properties were derelict for a
number of years and no one was able to live in
them. As they were in a conservation area, we
had to take into consideration certain planning
restrictions. However, the tenants who moved in
are now very happy with their new homes.
We have started negotiations to look at building
more homes at Palmerston Park and Birchen
Lane in Tiverton.

169

Number of
major voids

58

Average number
of days to relet a
property, excluding
major voids

16

Dwelling rent
loss due to voids

£97,142

Number of average
repair days per
major void

46

APRIL 2017
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What to grow

Sow aubergines, peppers and chillies
in a heated propagator. Sow direct,
hardy broad beans, cabbage, lettuce, bunching onions, parsnip, peas,
shallots, turnips, rocket and summer
spinach.
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MAY 2017
At 31 March 2016 we owned 3,060 residential
properties. Following major investment, we were
able to report 100% ‘Decent Homes’ as set out in
the Decent Homes legislation. These works include
kitchens, bathrooms, or heating systems. Of these
3,060 homes we had 99 properties that were
technically ‘non decent’ because the tenant had
refused access for us to upgrade. However under
the legislation these propeties are excluded from
the overall figure. The majority of our decent homes
work is contracted out to external contractors.

My Home
The following works were completed during this year:-

144 Kitchens
= £344,806
126 Bathrooms
= £162,479
105 Heating Systems
= £548,684
We also had roofing works in excess of £200,000.
In addition to this our own in house workforce also completed the following:

44 Kitchens
= £103,972
30 Bathrooms
= £47,040
38 Heating Systems
= £180,222

MAY 2017
Monday
Notes

What to grow

Sow globe artichokes, beetroot
and broad beans to lettuce,
onions, root vegetables, spinach
and salad – direct into prepared
beds. Pot on the plants from
your propagator (aubergine,
squash, tomatoes and chillies).
Finish planting your seed
potatoes and put pea sticks up
for emerging peas
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JUNE 2017
We received 9585 repair requests from you during the
year. When you report a repair we assess it and allocate
it to one of three categories. The nature of your repair
will determine how quickly it will be done.
Each category has a specific time period in which the
repair should be completed and we aim to carry out
repairs within the following timescales:• Emergency works will be completed within 24 hours
• Urgent works will be completed within 7 days
• Routine works will be completed within 28 days

Getting your repair done
To run an efficient and cost effective service we continue to monitor our performance to ensure
that targets are met. We aim to log under 70% of routine repairs, under 20% of urgent repairs and
under 10% emergency repairs:

Number of
emergency repairs
completed on time

1025

Number of urgent
repairs completed
on time

1268
Number of repairs
appointments –

4859

we kept 4856 of
those appointments

Number of routine
repairs completed
on time

4374

Number of gas
services completed

2201

Responsive Repairs Ratios Year To Date
% Routine Repairs
Undertaken 76%

% Urgent Repairs
Undertaken 13%

% Emergency Repairs
Undertaken 11%

JUNE 2017
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What to grow

Sow globe artichokes, beetroot and
broad beans to lettuce, onions, root
vegetables, spinach and salad – direct
into prepared beds. Pot on the plants
from your propagator (aubergine,
squash, tomatoes and chillies). Finish
planting your seed potatoes and put
pea sticks up for emerging peas
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JULY 2017
At the beginning of 2015 we took over the
“adaptations” process for our stock. This was
done with a view to reducing waiting times
and removing a lot of the ‘Red Tape’. As a
result of this change waiting times have been
significantly reduced.
Adaptation works can be split into 2 categories:
• Minor adaptations
• Major adaptations
Minor adaptions covers a variety of works up to
a value of £1,000. This includes lever taps, grab
rails, ramps, and over bath showers. This year
we completed 513 minor adaptations.
Major adaptations cover works that cost
over £1,000 and includes installation of
ramps, widening doorways, adapting a room
specifically for a disabled person and ‘wet’
rooms. This year we completed 99 major
adaptations for a total spend of £400,185.

Help at a touch of a button all
day every day
We all want our loved ones to be safe and well
in their own home, but for most of us, we can’t
be there for them all the time. That’s where we
can help. Our Lifeline alarms are the perfect
answer as they offer peace of mind with minimal
disturbance.
With our alarm the customer is always
connected to a fully trained team, all day, every
day, all year round. Our lifeline unit can also
work with additional sensors around the home
for extra reassurance.

Helping you at home

“I’m very grateful for the
wonderful service I have
received from the Lifeline Team.
My lifeline has helped me keep
my independence”
Mrs W.S,
Morchard Bishop

“I have not needed to use
lifeline in an emergency yet.
But I have found everyone most
helpful and very pleasant”.
Mrs W, Westleigh

Last year we helped
people feel safe and
protected in their own
home by installing
248 Lifeline units
We did 513 aids
& adaptations and
509 were completed
on time, that’s

99.2%

JULY 2017
Monday
Notes

Start sowing crops for the winter,
but keep maintaining the crops you
have already in the ground. Thin
out the rows of carrot, beetroot,
spinach, turnip and swede. Plant
your seedlings: Brussels sprouts,
cabbages, calabrese, cauliflowers
and leeks. Pull up garlic and
shallots when their foliage flops
over
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AUGUST 2017
We make sure that our service meets the needs and priorities
identified by you, the tenants. The best way of doing this is by
listening and acting on what you tell us.
You can really make a difference and influence decisions on
services which affect you. It’s important for tenants to let us
know how we are doing as a landlord as we are always looking
to improve what we do and we can’t do this without your input.
Last year tenants, like you, have been involved in many
different ways and helped shape and improve our services.
We understand that not everyone wants to come to meetings.
However, by completing a survey, or liking us on our
Facebook page or following us on our Twitter account you can
participate from the comfort of your own home, at a time that
suits you best. And most of our involvement activities can be
done without giving up too much of your valuable time.

How we have involved you
As well as helping to improve things, getting involved with us
gives you a chance to;
•
•
•
•

Feel valued and listened to
Learn new skills and receive free training
Meet new people, make new friends and have fun
Increase your chances of getting paid employment or into
further education.

We have tenants who check on our empty properties to ensure
they meet our “lettable standard” or inspect our planned
maintenance works such as new fitted kitchens or bathrooms.
At the end of March 2016, we had 4 Estate Representatives
who act as the voice for their neighbourhood and 3 Tenant
Inspectors.

Tenants Together (TT)
This is a group of 7 tenant volunteers who work in partnership
with us and are fully involved in the strategic decisions
concerning our service. Read more about their achievements
from last year in the TT Chair’s introduction on January’s page.

At the end of
March 2016, we had

7 TT
members

We have over

300 likes

on Facebook and

Why don’t you get
involved and be the one
making a real difference?
Most of us like to give our views and
you may have a great idea on how to
make the service better

215 followers
on Twitter

There are more ways to get
involved, some from the comfort
of your own home such as liking
us on Facebook, following us on
Twitter, or completing surveys.

AUGUST 2017
Monday
What to grow

Start sowing crops for the winter,
but keep maintaining the crops you
have already in the ground. Thin
out the rows of carrot, beetroot,
spinach, turnip and swede. Plant
your seedlings: Brussels sprouts,
cabbages, calabrese, cauliflowers and
leeks. Pull up garlic and shallots when
their foliage flops over
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SEPTEMBER 2017
Our tenants communicate with us in many different ways
such as text messaging, email, telephone, website and
face to face. We ask tenants their preferred method of
communication and we note this on our electronic housing
management system.
We inform tenants where their information is held and we
adhere to good practise in relation to the Data Protection
Act 1998.

Responding to your needs

We answered

99.2%

of all your calls
within 20 seconds.

We visited

240 tenants

after they moved
into their new home.

We encourage tenants to seek representation and advocacy
to help with all aspects of their tenancy and we will help
them in finding professional support should they wish it. We
have strong partnership links with other agencies and will
make a referral with the tenant’s consent.
We offer homes with adaptions to those with physical
disabilities and we have a scheme for tenants with learning
difficulties.
Tenants with electronic access to HomeSwapper can
register to mutually exchange with other social housing
tenants. We also operate choice based lettings, Devon
Home Choice (DHC) and tenants can use this to transfer
to other social providers. We provide assisted bidding for
DHC and help with accessing these sites for tenants without
access to computers.
We visit every new tenant within 6 weeks of them moving
into their home to make sure they have settled in.
We carry out tenancy home checks to every household once
every 5 years to get to know our tenants.

We received
184 new tenant
satisfaction surveys
and 175 were
satisfied with their
new home.

We carried out

1167

tenancy home checks
to date.

SEPTEMBER 2017
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Notes

Cover raised beds with glass,
sow broccoli, cauliflowers, pak
choi, lettuce, spinach and radish
beneath it. Plant out autumn
onion sets and garlic. Harvest
remaining leeks, carrots, beetroot
and parsnip
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OCTOBER 2017

97.9%

of complaints were
responded on time

How we have listened to you

94 Stage one
complaints were
closed and 92 of
them were completed
on time

22 stage one
complaints were
upheld and
18 went to the
next stage

We have responded to your service complaints in a timely manner. We offer choices to our
tenants on how they wish to report their complaint either through our website, by telephone
to any member of staff, email or writing to us. We have an excellent performance response
rate and always look to improve our services from reviewing and completing “lessons
learnt” after each complaint is answered. We must continue to learn from our mistakes
in order to make the service better. This may include more staff training or changing our
procedures. We monitor our complaints with our Tenants Together group on a quarterly
basis.
Our correspondence is clear and informative and we inform you of your options if you are
not happy with the response received.
It is even more reassuring that the overall percentage of complaints upheld has halved from
the previous year.

OCTOBER 2017
Monday
What to grow

Cover raised beds with glass, sow
broccoli, cauliflowers, pak choi,
lettuce, spinach and radish beneath
it. Plant out autumn onion sets and
garlic. Harvest remaining leeks,
carrots, beetroot and parsnip
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NOVEMBER 2017
We have regular communal and neighbourhood walkabouts and we
advertise these dates on our website. This helps to encourage tenants
and stakeholders to meet with us when visiting our estates. We have a
caretaker service for cleaning and general maintenance for our communal
areas including our garage plots. Our elected members take an interest in
what happens on their wards and some accompany us when we conduct
our six monthly neighbourhood walkabouts.
We work closely with colleagues in waste and promote recycling
initiatives on our estates. We can arrange skip amnesties in areas where
rubbish can sometimes build up.

Improving where you live
During 2015/16:

92%

Neighbourhood
walkabouts were
undertaken
on time

We also have budget set aside called an Environmental Budget which
helps improve your neighbourhood. Last year we have carried out
projects for communal security fencing and gates, picnic tables and
benches. Speak with your Neighbourhood Officer if you have an idea for
your neighbourhood.

54

Tenant representatives
attended
neighbourhood
walkabouts

528

Neighbourhood
walkabouts were
due and 486 were
completed on time

1.8%
of you attended
a neighbourhood
walkabout

NOVEMBER 2017
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Notes

Cover raised beds with glass,
sow broccoli, cauliflowers, pak
choi, lettuce, spinach and radish
beneath it. Plant out autumn
onion sets and garlic. Harvest
remaining leeks, carrots, beetroot
and parsnip
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DECEMBER 2017

Number of
new ASB
cases report

54

Improving where you live

100%

of cases closed
were resolved

Our Anti-social behaviour (ASB) policy was reviewed to take into account changes
in legislation and good practise and is now more robust. We, along with Tenants
Together, reviewed the ASB Policy and Procedures and introduced some new policies
in June 2015. These included the Harassment Policy and Domestic Abuse Policy.
We work closely with police, social services and other partners to tackle nuisance
effectively and on a timely basis. We encourage our tenants to come forward and
report ASB. We support them throughout the process and we have been successful
in resolving ASB. When it is at its most severe, we secure evictions for those tenants
who cause alarm and distress to their neighbours.
Tenants are made aware of their responsibilities in the tenancy agreement they sign
with us. We outline at the beginning of their tenancies our stance on investigating,
evaluating and resolving ASB. We offer a number of options on how to report it; face
to face, in writing, by telephone, email or on our website. We create an action plan with
the tenant when creating a case management file. We also complete a vulnerability
matrix, which categorises the complainants’ vulnerability to the type of nuisance they
experience. This alerts us to the potential need to refer to other agencies.
When we take serious action against a tenant that may jeopardise their continued
occupation of the property we rely on witnesses to provide the evidence needed and
support them to do this by regular contact, keeping them informed of processes and
accompanying them to court if required.

Did you know that you
can contact us by Twitter,
Facebook or email?

MDDC
Housing

mddc
housing
tenantinvolvement@
middevon.gov.uk
Housing and Police working together to share their ASB
experiences with other HouseMark members.

DECEMBER 2017
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What to grow

Cover raised beds with glass, sow
broccoli, cauliflowers, pak choi,
lettuce, spinach and radish beneath
it. Plant out autumn onion sets and
garlic. Harvest remaining leeks,
carrots, beetroot and parsnip
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Tel: 01884 255255
Email: tenantinvolvement@middevon.gov.uk

www.twitter.com/mddchousing
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How we have spent your rent money
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Meet your Chief Executive – Stephen Walford
What are your
views on Tenant
Involvement?
The Council is
required to involve
tenants in the
running of the
Housing Service
and to give them
opportunities to
scrutinise performance.
I am pleased that there
is a range of options for
tenants to get involved at different levels here at MDDC. I
know that we can provide training, if needed, to support
those who do volunteer and I understand that members
of ‘Tenants Together’, our Scrutiny Group, have taken
advantage of opportunities to learn about areas of
interest, such as welfare reform. Such training helps
them to better understand the issues facing the Housing
Service and also gives them a chance to meet tenants of
other social landlords.
I am aware that tenant representatives have participated
in several service reviews and that the outcomes have
been really positive. They have looked at how the
Housing Service manages void properties and also
common rooms, and, in both cases, there have been
some very positive outcomes. Tenants bring a different,
and extremely valuable, perspective to this work and I
am looking forward to seeing the results of their review
of procurement within the Housing Service.

What plans do you have for the
Housing Service?
The Housing Service has over 3000 properties; the annual
income is in the region of £13 million. There will always
be challenges managing an enterprise of this size. The

1% rent decrease was good news for tenants because
it reduced the amount of rent payable this year and in
coming years. However, this means there will be less
funding available to manage and maintain homes and we
have had to review our long-term plans as a result.
Delivery of excellent customer service is a priority for
me. I expect the Neighbourhood and other teams in
the Housing Service to respond to you promptly and to
have an open and transparent approach to complaints. I
expect our Repairs Service to undertake your repairs in
accordance with published timescales and to keep you
informed about the progress of your repairs requests.
Our priorities must include keeping our properties in good
order. To this end, we have invested in improvements and
I am pleased to report that all of our accessible properties
met the Government’s ‘Decent Home Standard’ at the end
of last year. We are committed to making the best use of
our housing stock to ensure that there are homes available
for those who need them most. We will continue to look at
all housing applications received to stop those who make
fraudulent applications from being housed. We will deal
firmly and robustly with tenancy fraud. We will also ensure
that adapted homes are let to those with a specific need
for that type of accommodation.
There is a strong performance culture within the Housing
Service and I am aware that members of ‘Tenants
Together’ attend the monthly meeting of the Housing
Performance & Improvement Board. It is important
to ensure that Housing is delivering a high quality
service where costs are kept down and I know that the
management of void properties, rent arrears and repairs
are all key priorities for the Cabinet Member, Councillor
Ray Stanley.
I am well aware that there is a shortage of affordable
housing for those in our District who are on low incomes
so I am very pleased that the Council has a strong
commitment to building new Council houses. We have
a very ambitious development programme and work

has already started on the sites at Palmerston Park and
Birchen Lane in Tiverton to deliver an additional 30 new
homes. Other projects are in the pipeline and we will
share news about these with you as soon as we can.

What experience do you bring to the role?
My professional background is in strategic planning and,
whilst I spent some time in private consultancy early
in my career, the vast majority of this experience has
been within local government. This means I am used to
planning large scale growth, development investment
and infrastructure, together with aligning a wide range
of funding streams to deliver these strategic outcomes.
In recent years my role has been more about working
with the elected members to help them deliver on their
priorities as well as continuing to ensure that standards
of service are maintained or increased as we seek to
transform the way that local government delivers its
services in the light of both financial constraint and new
opportunity as technology advances.
To that end, I am very positive about the regenerative
effects that investment in housing can have in Mid Devon
communities, and will be looking to work with Cllr Ray
Stanley, and the rest of the Cabinet, to deliver on their
high ambitions for the Housing Service.

What’s next for the Housing Service
There is a national regulatory framework, which sets out
standards that local authorities and housing associations
must meet when delivering their housing management
functions. We have ensured that these national
standards are reflected in the standards set by us.
Our plans for delivering the service standards for the
following year are divided into four areas:•
•
•
•

Tenancy Standard
Tenant Involvement & Empowerment Standard
Neighbourhood & Community Standard
Home Standard

Tenancy Standard
We will:
• Develop a homelessness strategy to ensure that
there is a range of accommodation available in the
District to house homeless applicants urgently, to
use when discharging a homelessness duty and
also to help keep those housed in the private sector
remain in their homes
• Continue to work with Registered Providers on
strategies relating to tenancy sustainment to reduce
evictions
• Look at redundant garage sites for possible
development sites
• Build homes at Palmerston Park and Birchen Lane
and continue to seek Homes Communities Agency
(HCA) funding for new homes.

Neighbourhood and Community Standard

Home Standard

We will:

We will:

• Review the impact of welfare reform on income that
the Council receives from tenant’s rent money
• Expand the range of telecare options available to
tenants so they can remain in their homes and retain
independence
• Review service charges for leaseholders and improve
the way in which services are accounted for.

•
•
•
•

Tenant Involvement &
Empowerment Standard

•
•

We will:

•
•

• Facilitate and support involved tenants to undertake
a service review relating to procurement
• Review a number of policies during the next year
which includes: Fire Safety in communal Areas
Policy, Aids & Adaptations Policy and Tenancy
Inspection Policy
• Implement the new tenancy agreement
• Implement improvements to the Orchard housing
management system we use
• Respond to changes in Government policy such as
welfare reform, rent deduction and other initiatives
such as the sale of high value homes and Pay to Stay.

•
•

•
•
•

Implement the new void management policy
Review the responsive property inspection procedure
Expand the use of the mobile working for Repairs staff
Continue to encourage the use of tenant
representatives across Building Services
Carry out a review of tenant responsibilities
Investigate the possibility of retraining operatives to
become basic locksmiths
Review the Asset Management Strategy
Ensure that all staff are trained to comply with
business needs and legislative requirements
Implement an asbestos inspection programme
Review our vehicles requirements looking at
extending replacement period from 5 to 7 years, and
purchasing rather than leasing
Ensure that the housing stock is 100% decent by
March 2017
Implement a SMS texting service
Implement the recommendations from the recent
common room review.

Useful numbers
Tenant Involvement
Tel 01884 255255
Email: tenantinvolvement@middevon.gov.uk

Customer First
Tel: 01884 255255
Email: customerfirst@middevon.gov.uk
www.middevon.gov.uk

Council Tax Reduction
Tel: 01884 255255
Email: revenues@middevon.gov.uk

Repairs
Tel: 0800 023 2281
Tel: 01884 255255 (Emergency)
Email: repairs@middevon.gov.uk
Devon Home Choice
Tel: 01884 234289
Email: devonhomechoice@middevon.gov.uk
www.devonhomechoice.com

Bulky items collection
Tel: 01884 255255
Email: customerfirst@middevon.gov.uk
Gas Leaks (National Grid)
Tel: 0800 111 999
Citizens Advice Bureau
Tel: 03444 111 444
Email: emailadvice@ruraldevoncab.org.uk
www.ruraldevoncab.org.uk

Housing Advice & Options
Tel: 01884 255255
Email: htenancy@middevon.gov.uk
Neighbourhood Management
Tel: 01884 255255
Email: htenancy@middevon.gov.uk

Lifeline
Tel: 01884 234383
Email: lifeline@middevon.gov.uk

Alternative formats are available and requests will be considered on an individual
basis. Please telephone 01884 255255 or email customerfirst@middevon.gov.uk
To contact your local Councillor, his/her name and address can be obtained by visiting
our website or telephoning Customer First on 01884 255255
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